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Hammond Junior College, as Southeastern Louisiana University was known in its formative years, welcomed its first cohort of students in 1925. Miss D Vickers, who taught nine English courses to ninety-five students, was the only English professor (*Pick O’ The Patch* 1), and an important influence in the creation of student publications on campus. *The Pick O’ The Patch* commemorative edition (1984) states, “Miss Vickers’ influence on Southeastern is powerful because she played a crucial role in [the] founding and shaping of many traditions and activities that affect every student who has attended SLU” (1). Today, student publications in the English Department, especially *The Pick* and *Gambit*, continue to play a crucial role in providing a forum through which students can be published, express their ideas, and join a community of writers.

The history of student publications on the Southeastern campus can be traced to 1925 when D Vickers created the Leatherstocking Club which organized various student publications (*Pick O’ The Patch* 1). In the 1925-26 academic school year, the Leatherstocking Club created a bi-weekly newspaper called the *Campus Reflector*, also called the *Campus Spectrum* (*Pick O’ The Patch* 1). This short-lived publication featured articles written by students to communicate information about activities around campus.

In 1932-33, D Vickers’ speech class created a second publication—*The Bugler*. The purpose of *The Bugler*, a short newsletter published monthly, was to serve “students interested in journalism by printing information on [the] Southeastern journalism curriculum, promoting the
activities of the Southeastern Press Club, critiquing other campus student publications and keeping student[s] informed of events in the field of journalism” (Costa, back cover). The Bugler only lasted one year, but it was the school’s first attempt at a campus newspaper. In 1986, the Press Club would start a newsletter by the same name for journalism students who were liberal arts majors. The newsletter lasted until 2001 and changed its name to Southeastern Journalism Review.

By Spring 1937, D Vickers sponsored a third publication: The Lion’s Roar (Pick O’ The Patch 1). The Lion’s Roar began as a newsletter, but it converted quickly into a newspaper. D Vickers combined ideas from the Campus Reflector, The Bugler, and the The Lion’s Roar and consolidated them into the current version of The Lion’s Roar (1). In fall 1937, The Lion’s Roar “began regular weekly and bi-weekly publication on standard newspaper size pages” (1). Over the past 70-years, “staff members won more than 100 national and regional awards during the time The Lion’s Roar was affiliated with the English department” (Mirando). In 1997, the College of Arts and Sciences separated the English and Communications departments, and The Lion’s Roar became a campus-wide publication. Today, The Lion’s Roar is the oldest surviving student publication at Southeastern Louisiana University.

On February 14, 1939, The Lion’s Roar announced information about a new student publication:

An English journal, which as yet has not been named, is to be put out by the Leatherstocking Club of Southeastern, it is said. The journal will contain several types of literary work such as short stories, poems, essays and articles written by students of S.L.C [(Southeastern Louisiana College)].
It has become evident that there is much talent of a literary nature among the students of Southeastern and for this reason, the Leatherstocking Club is making plans whereby it may collect writings of different students and publish them in a journal which will be available to the student body as a whole.

However amateurish the articles that go into the journal may be, they will represent thoughts and work of Southeasterners, and may someday come to be treasured very highly by the school.

The English department is cooperating with the club by submitting material from its classes.

The journal will not contain any material but that written by students of Southeastern. Contributions will be welcomed from any member of the student body. Membership in the Leatherstocking Club is not a requirement for contributors. Suggestions of a name for the journal will be appreciated. (Pick O’ The Patch 1)

This article gave birth to The Pick O’ The Patch1, establishing grounds for publishable material. D Vickers hoped this new journal would flourish and be appreciated by the growing student body.

1 Since its publication, various sources refer to this journal as The Pick O’ The Patch, The Pick of the Patch, and The Pick. In this essay, I will refer to the journal as The Pick O’ The Patch until the name change to The Pick.
Although D Vickers had an idea of what the new publication would include, it lacked a name that reflected the nature of the submissions and the school’s surrounding area. *The Pick O’ The Patch* commemorative edition states, “The name [*The* *Pick O’ The Patch*] was chosen in recognition of the booming strawberry industry in the area surrounding Southeastern” (1). Just as a farmer picks the best strawberries, *The Pick O’ The Patch* chose the best submissions and featured them in the issues (*Pick O’ The Patch* 1).

Upon publication, students could purchase *The Pick O’ The Patch* for five cents an issue (*Pick O’ The Patch* 1). *The Pick O’ The Patch* grew to become a strong publication during D Vickers’ years at Southeastern. Between 1939 and 1956, *The Pick O’ The Patch* issued fourteen volumes of various student writings, but the publication faced many obstacles during this twenty-seven year span.

Southeastern Louisiana University printed *The Pick O’ The Patch* annually between 1939 and 1946. During World War II, student enrollment dropped, as did the funds to support the journal. The Leatherstocking Club disbanded, and publication of *The Pick O’ The Patch* came to a standstill. Between 1947 and 1949, the English Department temporarily withheld all publications. In 1950, Southeastern celebrated its 25th anniversary, and *The Pick O’ The Patch* was revived in its honor (*Pick O’ The Patch* 1). *The Pick O’ The Patch* states, “Interested English students and faculty members joined forces to produce the final six volumes of *The Pick O’ the Patch*. Miss Emily Beatty, an English instructor, served as sponsor” (1). However, once D Vickers retired in 1956, the publication of *The Pick O’ the Patch* was temporarily suspended.

When Dr. Gus Orr took over as head of the English Department, he started a new magazine in 1960 called *Gambit*. Unlike *The Pick O’ The Patch* that accepted all forms of writing, *Gambit* became a creative writing magazine, focusing on fiction and poetry. The English
Department published *Gambit* annually and, for a time, *Gambit* had its own budget. However, after a few years, *Gambit* also encountered publication problems when “funding was discontinued after Orr left the department to become dean of the College of Liberal Arts.” When Tim Gautreaux joined the English Department in the 1970s, he “resurrected *Gambit* by building it around submissions from his creative writing classes.” Since *Gambit* no longer had a budget, it was typed by the department’s secretary and paid for through the department’s Xerox copy budget (Mirando).

Between 1974 and 1987, *Innisfree*, another English Department publication, emerged on the scene. *Innisfree* proved to be distinct from *The Pick* and *Gambit* because it allowed both faculty and graduate students to be published together. According to “The Story of *Innisfree*,” “Dr. Lowell Landry, editor of the first four volumes (1974-77), selected the name *Innisfree* from those titles suggested by the faculty” (Crisp 5). It was published yearly from 1974 to 1979, but due to problems in funding, *Innisfree*’s seventh volume was withheld from publication in 1980. In 1987, *Innisfree* published its seventh and final volume dedicated to Haldeen Braddy, a famous Chaucerian scholar (5). Other than Sims Memorial Library, only a few faculty and staff members hold copies of this short-lived publication.

When D Vickers died in 1981, *The Pick of the Patch* was still suspended from publication. To honor D Vickers achievements, the university renamed the Humanities Building in 1984. Due to the dedication of D Vickers Hall, *The Lion’s Roar* published a special commemorative issue to help celebrate the building’s dedication. This issue told the history of *The Pick O’ The Patch*, featured a short biography of D Vickers, and reprinted “selected pieces from the 1930s, 40s, and 50s” (Mirando).
By the mid-1980s, Joe Mirando became involved with reviving both The Pick O’ The Patch and Gambit. In an email to Dr. Jayetta Slawson, Director of Southeastern’s Writing Center, Joe Mirando states:

In 1986[,] I was appointed chair of a committee to create a student publications arm of the department. The idea was to get Gambit a regular source of funding, to resurrect The Pick [ O’ The Patch] in D Vickers’ memory[,] and to give magazine experience to journalism students, who at the time had their own limited major under my supervision within the English department. In 1985[,] I worked with an SGA Senator who sponsored a bill to raise students’ fees 25 cents to fund the three magazines. The student body approved the fee in a campus-wide referendum in 1986, and production began. (Mirando)

Dr. Mirando’s work clearly paid off. He split the twenty-five cents three ways to reestablish Gambit in 1986, to resurrect The Pick O’ The Patch in 1987, and to start Spectrum in 1988.

When The Pick O’ The Patch resumed publication in 1987, it shortened its name to The Pick. According to Joe Mirando, The Pick’s format ―was modeled on the Reader’s Digest, and the intent was to publish every spring.” Instead of limiting publication to English papers, The Pick branched out to all student papers, essays, and reports across Southeastern. Before publication, the English Club reviewed all submissions, chose the best ones, and edited them (Mirando).

Gambit also achieved success under the guidance of the distinguished creative writing professor, Dr. Tim Gautreaux. During his years as faculty advisor, Gambit took an original turn, receiving national recognition. Spectrum states, Gambit’s “short stories and poetry earned a
second place from the Southern Literary Festival and an honorable mention in the nation society of Collegiate Journalists competition in 1987” (Gerber, back cover).

In 1988, *Spectrum* joined the publications as a news magazine. Unlike *The Pick* and *Gambit*, *Spectrum* had “its own advertising to fund color and extensive photography” (Mirando). According to *Spectrum*’s Vol. 3, No. 2, “the creed of *Spectrum* magazine is to take the white light and put it back together, to make sense of it” (Alford). It was published once every semester, was a free magazine, and allowed local businesses to advertise in it. The name *Spectrum* was chosen in honor of D Vickers *Campus Spectrum* “which was established in 1925-26” (Gerber 1). Unlike *The Pick* and *Gambit*, *Spectrum* permitted Southeastern students to submit articles, photographs, and illustrations for publication. *Spectrum*’s goal was “to allow students the freedom to publish a wide variety of views and artistic work best stated to magazine journalism” (Gerber 1). After its first three volumes, “staff writers have won awards in the annual Southeast Journalism Conference and three national contests—the Associated Collegiate Press, the Columbia Scholastic Press Association and the Society of Collegiate Journalists” (Alford, back cover). However in 1999, *Spectrum* ceased publication, and as with *Innisfree*, students and faculty know little of its existence.

In the 1990s, the university consolidated colleges resulting in Journalism being moved to join the Department of Communication. As a result, *The Pick* slowed its publication in the mid-1990s, *Gambit* dropped from an annual publication to being published every two years, and *Spectrum* discontinued publication in 1999. The English Department still published *The Pick* and *Gambit*.

Dr. Jeff Wiemelt, former director of the Southeastern Writing Center and a *Pick* faculty advisor, states interest in “*The Pick* pretty much just died out for a time during the early through
late-90s” (Wiemelt). After going on hiatus in 2000, it was transferred to the Southeastern Writing Center for reviving (Mirando). Under the Southeastern Writing Center, interest in The Pick picked up between 2001 and 2006.

In the Fall 2006 semester, Dr. Jayetta Slawson took over as director of the Southeastern Writing Center. She encouraged The Pick’s publication twice annually, and its size was doubled compared to issues published in the 1990s. For its spring 2007 issue, the Writing Center collaborated with the Visual Arts Department to create a new template for the publication (Slawson). Students submitted designs in a contest, and The Pick editorial board and faculty advisors chose the new template (Slawson). Then, in spring 2008, The Pick began a collaboration with “Dr. Cynthia Elliot, Professor of the Department of Teaching and Learning and Chair of the University-wide service-learning committee, to create a separate service-learning section in The Pick” (Slawson).

During the 1990s, Dr. Jack Bedell became faculty advisor for Gambit’s publication. Dr. Jack Bedell, “changed the format to a professionally printed journal” (Bedell). He continued to keep Gambit alive by using poetry, fiction, and drama from the various creative writing courses, but the publication only came out once every two years.

In the Fall 2007 semester, Dr. David Hanson, English Department Head, moved Gambit under the auspices of the Writing Center where it is currently published annually. Additionally, Dr. Jayetta Slawson plans to launch “Gambit Online, an electronic, interdisciplinary creative arts journal, in Fall 2009.” Drama, poetry, and fiction submissions will be published annually in a printed journal, while “Gambit Online will display art, film, and musical compositions in addition to fiction, poetry, and drama” (Slawson). Gambit also has established a community for writers at Southeastern. In the Fall 2008 semester, Gambit held its first “Spoken Word Night,”
allowing students to read their works in front of their peers. This semester, *Gambit Live* provided a similar opportunity. In addition, *Gambit* 2008–2009 editors have created a group on *Facebook* where students can connect with other writers and find more information about publication deadlines and events.

Throughout Southeastern Louisiana University’s history, student publications have played an important role in the English Department and beyond. From the beginning efforts of Miss D Vickers until today, students have been able to express their voices by submitting their best work for publication, and to model the practice of writing for their peers across campus. The English Department is currently expanding opportunities for students with academic and career interests in the fields of writing and publication. It will be interesting to follow the story of student publications as it continues to unfold.
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Dr. Ply’s Comments: Alysia did a great deal of research for this project, which documents a significant portion of the history of Southeastern’s Department of English. I appreciate her willingness to take on this project.